
         
1. Name of the Innovation:- HHP Locomotive Inlet and Discharge Valve Remover- 

ET shed is facing problem in dismantling and assembling of HHP locomotives 

compressor inlet and discharge valve as it is of different design. One gadget is 

designed and fabricated by ET shed staff to facilitate easy dismantling and 

assembling of these valves.  

 

 
 

2. Name of the Innovation:- MU Recepticle Test Kit- 

While formation of multiple unit, no device was available to check proper signals 

at both control stands from MU Jumper Cable and MU Receptacle. To overcome 

the problem, a kit has been developed using shed resources. With the help of this 

kit, control signals, loco propulsion, engine speed signals, wheel slipping, sanding 

etc. can be checked. 

 

  
 



  
3.  Name of the innovation-Governor Booster Pump Motor Test Bench :-  

Diesel Loco Shed Itarsi has designed and developed test bench for testing of 

Governor Booster Pump of HHP locos. Governor Booster Pump Motor Test 

Bench for Testing Performance parameter of motor like current drawn on 

optimum pressure, RPM etc. These motor are fitted on HHP locomotive for 

advance of fuel rack during starting of locomotives. During M36 schedule these 

motor are checked by the section after overhauling.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Name of the innovation- Development of Gadget for checking run-out of 
rotor   shaft of 720 Alco TSC: 

 
The NKJ shed has experienced jamming of rotor shaft assembly after 

overhauling and  dynamic balancing. While investigation it was found that run out 

of rotor shaft assembly was excessive.  

   To improve maintenance practice, TSC section has developed a gadget to check   

run out of rotor shaft and rotor shaft assembly so that run out of rotor shaft 

assembly remains under 0.002” after overhauling.  

 

    This will improve the reliability of TSC. Photograph of the gadget is given below:  

 
 



 
 
 

5.  Name of the innovation- Clearance of outstanding sale suspense :- 
WRS Kota workshop have cleared outstanding items worth Rs. 3.25 crores under 

(scrap) sales suspense, pertaining to Dy. CSTE/C, Dy. CEE(C) and RE Kota. 

This was part of our move to liquidate suspense entries from our accounts. 

 
6. Name of the innovation-  Strengthening of side wall near Doors in BCNHL 

wagon. to overcome bulging due to load inside the wagon. 
Background: It was found while doing the retro-fitment of double sliding door in 

the BCNHL wagon no. NCR 33131117651 (first wagon on which the workshop is 

doing retro-fitment) has found that the side wall is bulged at both sides of the 

door. The bulging prevents the movement of sliding door. So, there is a 

requirement of removing the bulge and do the strengthening of side walls so, that 

bulge may not re-occur further. 

Innovation: Along with modification in door arrangement of BCNHL wagon by 

replacing swing doors with Sliding doors, the side walls near the doors are being 

strengthened by providing ribs  near the door to overcome bulging for smooth 

functioning of doors. 

 

Construction details: 
1) 03 no’s of (469x40x4)mm CRF section. 



2) 03 no’s of (578x40x4)mm CRF section. 

Benefits: This innovation is to make smooth functioning of sliding doors. 

Cost: Rs 3500/-app. 

  

  
 
 

 
7. Name of the innovation- Gauge for checking correct location of FIP on FIP 

support 
 

Innovation done by - Diesel Shed, NKJ  
 

There have been various failures due to misalignment in fuel jumper pipe and 

high pressure line. In some cases, FIP base of different thickness has been 

noticed and maintenance staff was negating this difference by using multi gasket 

and gasket of different thickness which were resulting into other failures. To 



avoid such failures, a gauge has been developed by NKJ shed for the purpose to 

select only these base which are within the recommended thickness band.  

 
 
 

8.  Name of the innovation - Rotary switch replaced with modified MCOS used 
in  standby inverter for AC Fuel Pump Motor  

Innovation done by - Diesel Shed, NKJ  
 

Shed had started modification for provision of additional standby inverter for AC 

fuel pump motor so that in case of failure of FPM inverter, driver can change the 

position of rotary switch to another position as per RDSO modification sheet no. 

MP.MOD.EM-01.01.11 (REV.00) dated 17.02.2011.  

 

RDSO has suggested using 25 Amp. 6 pole 2 way DC rotary switches.  NKJ 

Shed has converted MCOS (Motor cut-out switch) removed from E-type 

locomotive during retro fitment of MEP to this rotary switch.  For carrying out this 

modification shed has used rectangular shaft and some other component. By this 

modification, MCOS which was of no use after MEP conversion has become very 

useful in carrying out RDSO modification.  



 

                           MODIFIED MCOS 
 
 

 

                            ROTARY SWITCH 
 
 
 

9. Name of the innovation-  Installation of in-house turn table 
Innovation done by - CRWS/BPL 
 
CRWS/ BPL in wheel shop incoming wheel sets need to be placed on a different 

track for overhauling.  Earlier placement of wheel set was done using EOT 

cranes. This activity was dependant on availability of single EOT crane in wheel 

shop, which is used for handling axles & wheel sets for machine/pressing etc. 

To reduce dependence on EOT crane, Wheel shop has developed a turntable 

using released material. Axle box assembly with bearing and axle has been 



placed vertically on foundation to carry out the function of turn table effectively. 

Handling of wheel sets has become safe and easy in this manner. 

 
10.  Name of the innovation- Outsourcing of transportation of store material , 

 Innovation done by - CRWS/BPL 

The stock items were being transported from main receiving store to sub store 

wards of concerned shop by store workers which engaged man power as well as 

Rly vehicle.  There is shortage of manpower in store.  The burden used to come 

on Production staff. 

Now CRWS/ BPL store department has given a contract to transport stock items 

from main receiving to store wards along with loading and unloading.  

 

 

11. INNOVATIONS & SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT –WW Governor Power Piston 
Mounting & Dismounting Tool-  
 Innovation by Diesel loco shed ET. 
WDP4 Locos  are equipped with F-8572-828 type W. W. Governor. Diesel Loco 

Shed, Itarsi has developed a fixture for mounting and dismounting W.W. 

Governor Power Piston assembly with the help of available resources. This tool 

is helpful in improving  work efficiency as well accuracy in maintenance of WW 

governor of WDP4B/4D locomotives.         

 

 
 



12. Name of the innovation-:- Manufacturing of grinding machine to polish test 
piece:- 
Innovation by CRWS/BPL. 

To get desired result of spectroscope testing, test piece is required to obtain a 

certain level of surface finish. This surface finish used to be achieved by rubbing 

the test piece manually on emery paper which was a tedious and also time 

consuming job. 

A grinder has been manufactured in-house by available released material.  In this 

grinder an emery belt is driven by 1 HP motor.  Both ferrous and non-ferrous test 

pieces can be suitably polished.      

 

 
 
              

 
13. Name of the innovation-:- Arrangement of push type flushing valve:- 

 Innovation by CRWS/BPL 
Bio digester tanks are now fitted in coaches.  The effective function of bio tanks 

mainly depends upon the availability of sufficient water during use. Push type 

flush valve fitted in coaches needs approx 7 Kgs. pressing force.  Passengers 

feel inconvenience to operate the same, resulting insufficient quantity of water 

flushed in the Lavatory pan.  



 To overcome this problem, operation of flushing valve is eased by providing 

lever   arrangement to the existing push type flush valve. By this improved 

method, flush valve can be operated at very low pressing force, 1.5 kg approx, 

and required quantity of water is released. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

14. Name of the innovation-:- Fixture for assembling and dismantling of BSS 
hanger with spring plank in ICF bogie fitted in BVZI wagon.:- 
Innovation by WRS/ KTT. 
Background (Present practice):    The assembly and dismantling of BSS 

hanger with spring plank in ICF bogie is a tedious work. In present practice, a 

load of approx 2 Ton is put on the spring plank to assemble or dismantle BSS 

hangers. In the present practice, one scrap bin filled with scrap of approx 2T 

was put on the spring plank by means of 20 T crane. This practice is very crude, 

laboursome and unsafe. 

Innovation:  The developed innovation is a very simple design assembly of a 

frame made of channel and screw and nut assembly.  

  This fixture is fixed over the bogie frame and the spring plank and tightened by 

means of the screw & nut assembly facilitating the assembly / dismantling of 

BSS hanger.  



             Construction details:   The following scrap items were used. 

  Screw and nut assembly - 01 

    Channels ( 100 x 50 )mm  800 mm long- 02 

    Channels ( 100 x 50 )mm  400 mm long- 01 

      Equalising stay pin - 01   

       Benefits:       Safe and easy to work with. 
 
       Cost:             Rs 1500/- Approx. 
 
 

  
 

15. Name of the innovation-:- Manufacturing of stainless steel channels for end 
top coping of BOXNHL wagons by Die and Punch.:- 
 Innovation by WRS/ KTT. 

Background:    Kota workshop has started getting Stainless steel wagon for 

POH. The top coping of these wagons are very often received repaired, because 

of damage. 

Innovation:     The tool room section of the workshop has developed a die and 

punch to make SS channel (175 x 55) mm for making the top coping. This die and 

punch is a very complicated structure. This innovation will help the workshop to 

make the top coping. 

Construction details:   The following items were used. 

Base plate for Die - 01 no. of (2310 x 580 x 25) mm, 262 kg. 



Die block - 02 no’s of (2195 x 100 x 70) mm, 240 kg. 

Triangular piece for Die block support – 16 no’s of (95 x 90 x 25) mm, 26 kg. 

Base plate for punch - 01 no. of (2310 x 420 x 25) mm, 190 kg. 

Side plate for punch - 02 no’s of (2210 x 140 x 25) mm, 121 kg. 

Top plate for punch - 01 no. of (2210 x 140 x 25) mm, 66 kg. 

Above plates were profiled, machined, and assembled with welding and finished 

with grinding.   

Benefits: Now, Workshop can make top end coping at own, as and when 

required. 

Cost:               Rs 31000/- Approx. 

 
 

 
 

 

       


